PORTABLE LIVE SEAFOOD STORAGE

OCEANFLEET supplies excellent quality live seafood products and helps clients
to store and manage operations with live seafood. We understand our
clients‘needs for functional, easy manageable, aesthetically attractive and lowenergy-consuming live seafood storages. Therefore, we designed and realized
the innovative live seafood storage – AQUARIUM “PORTABLE OCEAN” system
(APO). The APO provides shellfish and/or live fish with a natural habitat, just like
their native water areal. Live seafood can be kept, without modifying its qualities
or taste, in a visually attractive manner. APO models are especially constructed to
make the storage ideal for live shellfish/fish/seafood, without separation of the
species within the APO, yet allowing all products to be kept under the best possible conditions. In addition, the APO is extremely efficient in terms of space and
storage capacity, combines accurate technology with a posh, exclusive VIP
appearance, so that it can reside in restaurants, hotels, pubs, retail outlets etc. It
is a splendid addition to any interior, also adding value to your business when you
can offer your clients a “hand-picked quality” seafood directly from the “ocean”.

Benefits
- Excellent live seafood quality at all times
- High capacity of live seafood storage (up to 75 kg of live seafood)
- Easy to operate and maintain
- Attractive live seafood display
- Efficient stock management
- Seafood/seafood meals sales grow by3-5 times [statistics based on data of
our current clients (restaurants and retail outlets)]
- Low energy consumption
- No water change needed [see page maintenance]
- Customized panel designs
- No construction, installation and/or piping needed – we need only an electricity
plug [installation and start up process takes 15-20 minutes]
- Portability [self-contained on 4 wheels]
- Online water quality and main parameters monitoring [optional]
- Technical support and service 24/7
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APO
APO Options for Flexible Positioning
What are your requirements for live seafood storage? A small footprint? Quick installation without hassles, construction and piping works? Customized panelling
design? OCEANFLEET offers a unique range of 4 options of APOs with customized panelling designs that would fit to your chosen position in a restaurant, bar,
pub, retail outlet or warehouse. Individualised options of elements ‘combination are available as to meet your ideal requirements.
The charts below represent 4 APO options.
1 - Magnetic door/access to bottom part/back up live seafood storage compartment #3 (see page 3)
2 - Two sliding shelves live seafood storage compartment #2
3 - Chilling air-in system
4 - Chilling air-out system
APO-A

- Side C - chilling system air-out has to be free for airflow (see page 3)
- Side A and D cannot be attached to the wall as there would be no access to the doors
- Only B side can be attached to the wall
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APO-B

- Side C - chilling system air-out has to be free for airflow (see page 3)
- Side A and D cannot be attached to the wall as there would be no access to the doors
- Only B side can be attached to the wall

APO
APO-C

- Side A - chilling system air-out has to be free for airflow (see page 3)
- Side A and D cannot be attached to the wall as there would be no access to the doors
- Only B and C sides can be attached to the wall

APO-D

Side A - chilling system air-out has to be free for airflow (see page 3)
- Side A and B cannot be attached to the wall as there would be no access to the doors
- Only C and D sides can be attached to the wall

Combi of multiple APOs
A couple or several APOs can be placed and
installed together. A combination of your choice
and for your convenience is available. For example, one wall of live seafood storages with different water temperatures that correspond to
different water habitats (and thus various fish
and shellfish species) can be constructed. This
allows not only an impressive appearance, but
also a bigger variety of seafood species in the
offer.

For example, a retail store on the right ->
More APOs locating/positioning options are available, please contact our representative.
Customized panelling design
• Customized panelling designs are available (additional conditions apply), for more information contact our representative.
• Few standard options of panelling design are available to be chosen on our website www.oceanfleet.cn
Examples of panelling used by some of our clients:
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Storing and operation

Storing and operation
Compartment #1

IN

Open any of the two slides of the
sliding door with our special armmimicing
device (see page 3)

Put seafood into the
compartment #1

Close the sliding door

Open any of the two slides of the
sliding door with our special armmimicing
device (see page 3)

Take out seafood from compartment
#1with with our special armmimicing
device

Close the sliding door

OUT
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Storing and operation
Compartment #2

Open the door to the
two-shelveslife-storagecompartment #2 (seepage 3)

Slide out the bottom shelf
and placeseafood into it

Slide out the upper shelf
and place seafood into it

IN

Open the door to the
two-shelveslife-storagecompartment #2 (seepage 3)

Slide out the bottom shelf
and take out the seafood

Slide out the upper shelf
and take out the seafood

Slide the upper shelf back in

Slide the bottom shelf back in

Close the door

OUT

Slide the upper shelf back in

Slide the bottom shelf back in

Close the door
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Storing and operation

Open the door to the
two-shelveslife-storagecompartment #2 (seepage 3)

Slide out the bottom shelf

Compartment #3

IN
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Open the door to the
two-shelveslife-storagecompartment #2 (seepage 3)

Slide out the upper shelf

Slide out the bottom shelf

Slide out the upper shelf

OUT

Open the magnetic door

Put the magnetic door on the
shelves(compartment #2) and
place seafood into it

Close the magnetic door

Open the magnetic door

Put the magnetic door on the
shelves (compartment #2)
and take out the seafood

Close the magnetic door

Slide the upper shelf back in

Slide the bottom shelf back in

Close the door

Slide the upper shelf back in

Slide the bottom shelf back in

Close the door

Storing and operation
The electronic/digital control is simple to operate and quite intuitive. All the parameters are clearly shown and easy to read on the displays.
Advice by phone are available 24/7.
1. Lighting
2. UV
3. Air pump
4. Biological filter pump
5. Main pump
6. Filter pump
7. Refrigeration switch
8. Water inlet temperature switch
9. Biochemical filter temperature switch
10. Main water temperature
11. Water exchanger display
12. Biofiltration water temperature
13. Emergency switch off button for all system
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1100

Simple maintenance
Parts
1. Control panel
2. Biofiltration compartment
3. Main water filter
4. Condensed water collector
5. Main door lockers
6. Water chilling system
7. Precise water filter
8. Air pump
9. Skimmer organic carbon collector
10. Level of organic carbon collection
11. Internal/external glass cleaning brush
12. Internal aquarium cleaning brush
13. Salinity measurer
14. Water tank
15. Seafood storage trays compartment #2
16. Wheels
17. Water level marks
18. Aquarium lamps’ set

The APO is constructed based on an ergonomic and wise space use system. Therefore, the following elements are not visible in the drawings: skimmer,
UV system, pumps, temperature control sensor. They are located within the same compartment.
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Simple maintenance
Weekly maintenance
1. Exchange of precise water filter [7, see the previous page]
2. External aquarium glass cleaning [11]
3. Internal aquarium glass cleaning [11,12]
4. Water addition according to required water quantity for a proper APO functionality [14]
5. Salinity level check and adjustment of water`s properties [13]
6. Protein skimmer system maintenance and cleaning [9]
7. Washing of condensed water collector [4]
Quarterly maintenance
1. Cleaning/washing of main water filtration system, replacement of filters’ components (set of active carbon, corals and limestone)
2. Cleaning/washing of pumping systems and pumps
3. Cleaning/washing of seafood storage trays [compartment #2, see page 3]
Semi-annual maintenance
1. Replacement of the lamps`set
2. Replacement of the UV lamp
Yearly maintenance
1. Replacement of the main pumps (if necessary; 1 year warranty)
2. Replacement of the temperature control sensor (if necessary)
3. Replacement of the skimmer ((if necessary)
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Certification
Aquarium “Portable Ocean” is built under the requirements of:
1. ISO9001:2008, Certificate No.: 117 16 QU 0371-04 R0S
2. CE certificated: Certificate No.: M.2016.201.Y1117
3. EC Declaration of conformity (Food grade)
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Accessories
OCEANFLEET offers important accessories to make the operation of APO easy
and convenient. For the details please contact our representative.
Warranty
5 years for the main body; 2 years for aquarium; 1 year for all moving parts of main
body, 1 year for all electrical equipment.
Delivery
We proudly deliver our APOs to any destination worldwide.
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Contacts

OCEAN FLEET UK
Q12 Billingsgate Market, Trafalgar
Way, London E14 5ST, UK

OCEAN FLEET China
X2, 2nd floor, Building 1, Hutai Road,
Baoshan District, Shanghai

+44 (0)20 3761 7366

+86 150 2130 7336

www.oceanfleetseafood.com

www.oceanfleet.cn

info@oceanfleetseafood.com

infosh@oceanfleetseafood.com

@portableocean
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